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Abstract— Safe quadrupedal navigation through unknown
environments is a challenging problem. This paper proposes
a hierarchical vision-based planning framework (GPF-BG)
integrating our previous Global Path Follower (GPF) navigation
system and a gap-based local planner using Bézier curves, so
called Bézier Gap (BG). This BG-based trajectory synthesis can
generate smooth trajectories and guarantee safety for point-
mass robots. With a gap analysis extension based on non-point,
rectangular geometry, safety is guaranteed for an idealized
quadrupedal motion model and significantly improved for an
actual quadrupedal robot model. Stabilized perception space
improves performance under oscillatory internal body motions
that impact sensing. Simulation-based and real experiments un-
der different benchmarking configurations test safe navigation
performance. GPF-BG has the best safety outcomes across all
experiments.

I. INTRODUCTION

Quadrupedal robots have demonstrated superior terrain
traversability compared to traditional wheeled robots [1]–
[3]. Significant progress has been made during the past
few years to improve the robustness and agility of legged
locomotion control [4]–[10], which enables the incorporation
of exteroceptive sensors for autonomous navigation (e.g.
Fig. 1). Taking into account legged robot morphology, prior
navigation works have been mostly focused on rough terrain
traversability [2], [11]–[15], multi-modal planning [2], [16]–
[19], and multi-robot exploration [20], [21]. However, navi-
gation safety and obstacle avoidance have not been formally
analyzed, and the tested scenarios are limited to less dense
environments. Safe navigation through unknown or partially
unknown environments for quadrupeds is critical to the field
deployment of legged robots yet remains under explored.

Vision-based navigation using depth sensing provides rich
perceptual information and distance estimates to objects,
which subsequently supports terrain traversal and obstacle
avoidance by mobile robots. Further improvements arise
from a hierarchical structure whereby hierarchical problem
decompositions support safe navigation assertions [22]. The
global path follower (GPF-X) navigation system [23] in our
previous work generates safe paths and additionally checks
collisions through Planning in Perception Space (PiPS) [24]
to guarantee safety. A Potential Gap [22] local planner
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GPF-BG TEB

Fig. 1: Unitree A1 quadruped navigates an unknown, constrained environ-
ment. Depicts robot navigation paths for GPF-BG (green) and TEB (red).

is guaranteed to be safe for holonomic point-mass robots.
Integrating this local planner with GPF-X can theoretically
prove safety. However, this framework is only designed for
wheeled mobile robots. Generalizing it to quadrupedal robots
needs further effort in a principled manner.

This paper proposes a novel hierarchical vision-based
system, GPF-BG (in Fig. 2), for safe quadrupedal navi-
gation. BG stands for Bézier Gap local planner, which is
an improved version of Potential Gap. It incorporates robot
orientation and geometry during gap detection and trajectory
synthesis based on quadrupedal motion affordances. Further,
due to robot body oscillations during dynamic locomotion,
a perception space stabilization mechanism is proposed and
integrated for correcting egocentric internal motion artifacts
in perception space.

The contributions of this paper are enumerated below
and annotated in Fig. 2. Quadrupedal navigation relies on
the GPF-X hierarchical navigation system as the basis for
safe navigation (Section III). (i) The proposed Bézier Gap
local planner (Section IV-A) offers a new Bézier-based
trajectory synthesis method for gaps. Safety is guaranteed for
point-mass robots and translated to rectangular-body-shape
quadrupeds using a robot geometry extension module. (ii)
Stabilized perception space provides safer collision check-
ing when the locomotion dynamics induce large egocentric
internal motion (Section IV-B). (iii) Simulation benchmark
and real experiments demonstrate the vision-based planning
framework for safe quadrupedal navigation (Section V).

II. RELATED WORK

Quadrupedal Navigation: Previous works have achieved
impressive results integrating navigation and legged locomo-
tion control [2], [11]–[20]. Specifically, medium and large-
size quadrupeds in [11], [13], [14] used laser scanners to
detect obstacles for navigation and environment exploration
[20]. Stereo camera usage was limited in terrain mapping
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Fig. 2: GPF-BG hierarchical navigation system. The red blocks include perception space. Blue blocks present following and tracking modules. The dashed
arrows indicate the option to choose either egocylinder or egocircle for collision checking.

[13], [14]. In [2], [15], [18], [19], stereo and tracking cameras
were used on small-scale quadrupeds for terrain mapping,
navigation, and localization. Off-the-shelf or customized path
planners were used to allow collision avoidance or multi-
modal selection. However, none of them formally studied
safety for vision-based navigation.

Safety in Vision-based Navigation: Hierarchical systems
have long been applied to robotic platforms due to their
increased robustness and fault tolerance [25]–[30]. Thus,
safety across the hierarchical levels will be reviewed.

At the planning level, both global and local planners
can find collision-free paths. Graph search methods such as
Dijkstra’s algorithm, A⋆, D⋆, and sampling-based methods,
e.g. Probabilistic Road Map (PRM) and Rapidly-exploring
random trees (RRT) perform global planning in discrete
spaces [24]. Local reactive planners, e.g. Dynamic Window
Approach (DWA) [31] and Timed-Elastic-Bands (TEB) [32],
generate safe velocity commands based on costmap or opti-
mal trajectories. Some gap-based local methods [22], [33]–
[38] use the gap as navigation affordance and incorporate
sensory data into planning. Potential Gap [22] extends them
with safety guarantees for ideal robots. It provides a theoret-
ical foundation for safe quadrupedal navigation.

Safety in control avoids obstacles in the low-level parts of
the hierarchy. A real-time vision-based navigation method
based on Hamilton-Jacobi reachability can guarantee strong
safety in unknown environments [39]. Control barrier func-
tions (CBF) also serve as constraints applied on the control
to reach collision-free sets [40].

Moreover, fast collision checking assures safety. PiPS [24]
collision checking with egocylinder is fast, and propagates
temporal sensing information to improve safety with a lim-
ited sensor field of view. Stixel egocentric navigation [23] is
an alternative sparse method using passive stereo vision with
good scalability across different computational platforms.

Trajectory Synthesis from Potential Field: The Potential
Gap local planner [22] synthesizes trajectories based on
potential methods. Robot orientation and dynamics are not
considered, which may generate local trajectories with high
tracking error, thereby resulting in collisions. Bézier curves
can address this, as they are known to synthesize smooth,

short-time trajectories for various robot models [41]–[46],
which can improve navigation safety for quadrupedal robots.

III. HIERARCHICAL NAVIGATION SYSTEM

The GPF-X hierarchical navigation system [23] serves as
the framework for defining a quadrupedal navigation method,
whose system flowchart is given in Fig. 2. GPF-X maintains
safety through the hierarchical structure. In the global fol-
lowing mode, the system tracks the presumed collision-free
trajectory synthesized from the global plan. If the sensing
indicates an invalid trajectory segment, the state manager
switches to trajectory based local planners. The synthesized
local trajectories consider safety and passibility. A gap-
based local planner, called Bézier Gap (BG), is proposed
in §IV-A to guarantee safety for point mass robot. It is an
improved version of Potential Gap (PG) [22] by redesigning
path synthesis. An extension for quadrupedal robot geometry
is added to balance traversability and safety. The entire
system will be abbreviated as GPF-BG. PiPS [24] collision
checking is performed on both global and local trajectories
to prevent collision. Due to potential internal movements
during quadrupedal locomotion, a stabilized perception space
is designed for successful planning with the egocircle and
collision checking with the egocylinder. The result is safe
quadrupedal navigation achieved by the hierarchical system.

IV. BÉZIER GAP LOCAL PLANNING

This section describes the design of a Bézier Gap local
planner including trajectory synthesis, safety guarantee, and
geometry extension. It also covers stabilized perception space
for improved egocylinder and egocircle modeling.

A. Bézier Gap Local Planner

The Potential Gap local planner [22] utilizes gaps as navi-
gation affordances. Gaps offer fast free space modeling from
egocentric perception based on line-of-sight visibility. Safety
is guaranteed for holonomic point-mass robots. However,
due to the dynamic constraints and geometry of quadrupedal
robots, the Potential Gap method cannot maintain safe navi-
gation. Modifications to trajectory synthesis should be made
to improve safety. The gap set G as detected from the
egocircle L used in Potential Gap remains in Bézier Gap.
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1) Bézier-based Trajectory Synthesis: In Potential Gap,
the path is integrated based on the vector field constructed
from gaps without any consideration of robot orientation and
dynamics. Switching to a new local path may lead to sharp
turns that are dangerous to quadrupedal robots. Smoother
trajectory generation is required. Quadratic Bézier curves can
create smooth paths satisfying initial orientation and terminal
way point constraints. The closed form of quadratic Bézier
curve is parameterized by u,

B(u) = (1−u)2Q0+2(1−u)uQ1+u2Q2, 0 ≤ u ≤ 1 (1)

where Qi is the control point. For each gap G ∈ G, the
robot initial position p(0) is used as the first control point
Q0 = p(0). The local way point position pwpt is set as
the last control point Q2 = pwpt. The second control point
is constructed based on robot initial orientation θ(0) and
forward linear velocity ν(0). The unit orientation vector is
o⃗(0) = [cos(θ(0)), sin(θ(0))]. The vector Q1 −Q0 should
be co-linear with the orientation vector o⃗. Curve velocities
are obtained from the derivative of quadratic Bézier curve,

B′(u) = 2(1− u)(Q1 −Q0) + 2u(Q2 −Q1) (2)

where B′(0) = 2(Q1 − Q0). Set B′(0) = ν(0), which
requires ||Q1 − Q0|| = ν(0)/2. The position, orientation,
and speed constraints uniquely define the control points:

Q0 = p(0), Q1 = p(0) +
ν(0)

2
o⃗(0), Q2 = pwpt. (3)

The synthesized trajectory synthesized valid for u ∈ [0, 1] is

T (u) = (1− u)2p(0)

+ (1− u)u[2p(0) + ν(0)o⃗(0)] + u2pwpt. (4)

which is parameterized by u instead of time t.
2) Trajectory Reparameterization: A second pass repa-

rameterizes the raw trajectory based on desired linear veloc-
ity νd. The desired unit length is ld = νd(ti+1−ti). The new
trajectory is represented as a set of poses T (t) = {p(ti) |
0 ≤ ti ≤ tend} with consecutive poses having length ld.

3) Safety Guarantee for Point-mass Robot: The safety
can be guaranteed through the design of Bézier trajectory
synthesis. A gap example is shown in Fig. 3. Two gap lines,
Ll and Lr, are represented as blue lines starting from the
robot origin. The gap lines construct a gap triangle Gtri. The
red circle Gcirc is the largest circular free space in egocircle.
The entire free space F is the union of gap triangle and
circle F = Gtri ∪ Gcirc. The region outside the gap arc is
also included in this free space. Moreover, the convex hull
of Bézier polygon B contains Bézier curve. If B ⊆ F , the
safety is guaranteed for point-mass robot when following the
Bézier trajectory.

The safety guarantee problem becomes the design of three
control points. The first and second control points are found
through (3). Assuming the second control point is within
gap circle Q1 ∈ Gcirc, the local way point is a free point to
keep safety. Define the intersection points of gap lines and
circle as Ql and Qr. The line constructed by second control

pwpt

p(0)

Q1

QlQr

Lr

Ll

L1,l

L0,1

Free Space F

Gap Sides

Gap Circle Gcirc

Condensed Safe
Region Fs

Bézier
Polygon

Bézier
Trajectory

Fig. 3: Bézier trajectory synthesis. p0 is the robot origin. Q1 is the second
control point. Blue lines Ll and Lr are left and right gap lines. Red circle is
the largest circular free space in egocircle. Ql and Qr are the left and right
intersection points of Gcirc and Gtri. L0,1 is the line segment constructed
by p0 and Q1, and also represents the robot orientation. L1,l is the line
through Q1 and Ql. Local way point pwpt is inside the condensed safe
region Fs to guarantee safety. Dashed lines show the Bézier polygon. Brown
is the synthesized trajectory.

point Q1 and Ql is denoted as L1,l. The line created by first
and second control points is L0,1. A condensed safe region
Fs ⊂ F is enclosed by Ll, L0,1, L1,l and all regions outside
the gap arc. The safety is guaranteed by placing the local
way point pwpt in the condensed free region.

pwpt ∈ Fs ⇒ B ⊆ F ⇒ Safety Guaranteed (5)

The candidate pwpt is found from raw global plan. Of note,
if the second control point is outside the gap circle, this gap
will be ignored for generating trajectories. When all second
control points are not within gap circle, a recovery behavior
is triggered by rotating robots.

4) Quadrupedal Robot Geometry Extension: Since safety
is only guaranteed for point-mass robots, quadrupedal robot
geometry should be considered during gap analysis and
path planning. When considering the robot geometry, two
boundary lines Lr and L1,l of the condensed safe region Fs

will be rotated inwards to prevent a collision from Ql and
Qr. The safety buffer is a function of robot’s body width.
The Potential Gap local planner normally assumes circular
mobile robots so that a constant robot radius suffices for the
safe buffer value. However, when applying to a quadrupedal
robot, this assumption does not hold any more, due to the fact
that using the robot’s diagonal length as a constant parameter
is overly conservative. The path planning may fail when
the robot can actually pass. Safe gap passage determination
should depend on quadrupedal robot orientation. Therefore,
two equivalent lengths are used to comprise the gap analysis.

Equivalent Passing Length lep. As shown in Fig. 4(a),
the equivalent passing length lep is denoted by the distance
between two lines that are parallel to gap direction and
maximally enclose the rectangle. It assesses the passibility
of gaps. If the gap length lgap > lep, the gap is labelled
as passable. This equivalent value is a function of the angle
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Fig. 4: Equivalent passing length. (a) lep finding. Black arrow is robot
orientation. Blue arrow is gap direction. α is the angle difference between
robot orientation and gap direction. D is the distance to the virtual pose.
Red line lep is normal to gap direction. (b) An example of lep(α,D). The
robot geometry is 0.7m x 0.3m. νd = 0.2m/s, ωd = 0.5rad/s. It shows the
dependence on robot orientation.

ler

Gap

Virtual Robot

α
D

(a) α D

ler

(b)
Fig. 5: Equivalent radial length. (a) The red solid line is ler . Two red dashed
curves are the largest and smallest circle arcs that can enclose virtual robot
boundary. (b) An example of ler(α,D).

α between gap direction and robot orientation. However, in
the planning process, forward directed gap passage is always
preferred, i.e. eventually aligning robot orientation with gap
direction. But due to the robot speed vd = [νd, ωd], the
alignment is gradually achieved. The actual lep should be
calculated based on the future robot pose passing through
the gap. A virtual robot is placed to represent this future
pose. Its orientation can be estimated from the distance D
to the virtual pose and vd. Assume α is positive.

α(D) =

{
α(0)− ωd

D
νd
, α(D) ≥ 0

0, otherwise
(6)

lep becomes a function of α and D. An example of lep(α,D)
is shown in Fig. 4(b). If D is large enough, the alignment is
always achievable. lep becomes the robot width.

Equivalent Radial Length ler. Similar to lep, an example
demonstrating the equivalent radial length ler is shown in
Fig. 5(a). A virtual robot will be placed at the future pose.
This equivalent value measures the radial difference between
the largest and smallest circles that have intersections with
the virtual robot boundary. It is used in radial gap manip-
ulation and as the buffer size when radially shrinking the
egocircle. Same as lep, this equivalent length is the function
ler(α,D), as shown in Fig. 5(b). When D is large enough,
ler becomes a value that is slightly larger than robot length.

5) Trajectory Scoring: The Bézier-based trajectory is
synthesized for each gap. A set of raw trajectories will be
scored to pick the best for following. The scoring function
is similar to Potential Gap [22] with necessary modifications

for rectangular robot geometry.

J(T ) =
∑
p∈T

C(dbound(p,L)) + w1||pend − pgoal||,where

C(dbound) =

cobse
−w2dbound , dbound > 0

0, dbound > rmax

∞, otherwise

dbound(p,L) is the nearest distance from robot boundary to
egocircle at a trajectory pose p. w1, w2, cobs and rmax are
tuning parameters and described in [22]. pgoal is the local
goal found from global plans.

B. Stabilized Perception Space

Correct gap analysis and collision geometry requires
correct sensor data interpretation in the face of potential
egocentric internal motions of the body. Stabilized perception
space compensates for this as needed.

1) Egocylinder: The egocylinder is an egocentric means
of representing the local environment [24]. It consists of a
virtual cylinder whose surface is a range image Ic. As a
2D, perception space representation, it benefits from low
latency and computational cost. A point is added to the
egocylinder by projecting it onto the virtual cylinder and
storing the range of the point in the corresponding pixel
of the range image. As the robot moves, the values in Ic
are projected back into Cartesian coordinates, transformed
by the robot’s relative motion, and projected back onto Ic.
By placing the egocylinder’s origin at the same position as
the sensor (eg. depth camera), the projective nature of the
egocylinder ensures that each pixel of Ic contains the range
of the nearest (known) object in that direction.

However, rigidly fixing the egocylinder’s frame to that of
the sensor can have undesirable consequences if the sensor
is subjected to significant oscillation. Since the egocylinder
can only store one point in each direction, updates frequently
result in some points being lost as multiple points map to
the same pixel. As a result, the loss of points is exacerbated
by frequent oscillations around the pitch and roll axes. In
this situation, it is beneficial to define a virtual, stabilized
frame to compensate for some of the motion and reduce the
point loss. While the position of this frame is still fixed to
the sensor’s, its orientation isn’t. The orientation is defined
such that the frame remains level relative to the global frame
and only rotates around its yaw axis.

2) Egocylinder to laser scan: Another benefit of the
stabilized egocylinder is that it simplifies the process of
generating a 1D synthetic laser scan representation of the
local environment. Upper and lower planes define the vol-
ume relative to the robot within which a point should be
considered an obstacle. Projecting a ray through each row of
Ic and calculating its intersection with either plane yields the
range threshold below which a point represents an obstacle.
Converting Ic to a laser scan is simply a matter of generating
a mask of all pixels with values less than their rows’
thresholds and applying a column-wise min reduction to the
masked Ic.
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V. EXPERIMENTS

A. Simulation Configurations

Performance evaluation of GPF-BG uses the outcomes
from Monte Carlo ROS/Gazebo simulation benchmarking,
implemented on a dual Intel Xeon E5-2680 workstation
(single-thread Passmark score: 1547).

1) Scenario setup: The scenarios from [22] are used:
Sector, Dense, Campus, and Office worlds. Obstacles are ran-
domly spawned in the last three environments. The minimum
inter-obstacle distance controls the environment complexity.
Smaller means denser; 1.5 m and 1 m are tested to assess
the safe navigation capability of navigation frameworks. Fig.
6 shows different complexities of the dense world.

(a) 1.5m (b) 1m
Fig. 6: Dense worlds with different complexity with the robot at the top and
actual paths (green) depicted. In the more complex environment, GPF-BG
still achieves successful navigation with similar path length.

2) Robot configurations: Three different robot configura-
tions are used. 1) STDR box robot meeting the assumptions
of GPF-BG for guaranteed safety: a 2D planar robot. The
sensor is a laser scanner with a 360-degree field of view
(FoV). 2) RidgeDog Gazebo robot: a 3D robot with the
appearance of Unitree A1 model meeting the assumptions
of GPF-BG for guaranteed safety. The simulated holonomic
mobile robot motion does not involve moving legs, repli-
cating robot geometry but removing the robot oscillations
due to locomotion. The sensor is a depth camera with a 60-
degree FoV. A virtual laser scan is created from the depth
camera for the costmap and egocircle. The egocylinder is
used for collision checking without the need for a stabilized
perception space. 3) Unitree A1 robot: a full-order model
with 3 actuated joints on each leg and 18-DoF in total,
partially meeting the assumptions of GPF-BG. The low-level
controller from [7] is used to control the robot. Perception
spaces, egocylinder and egocircle, are built based on the same
depth camera with stabilization described in §IV-B.

3) Navigation systems: To compare with GPF-BG, we
use other three navigation systems: move base with DWA
[31], move base with TEB [32] and GPF-PG (GPF-X with
Potential Gap local planner). The global and local costmaps
in the above systems are created from pure laserscan, depth
image to laserscan and stabilized laserscan.

The Monte Carlo benchmark provides statistics to evaluate
performance. There are 80 runs per navigation system with
STDR and RidgeDog, and 40 with A1. Success, abort and
collision rates are recorded to compare results.

B. Results and Analysis

The results are in Tables I and II. STDR and RidgeDog
do not need stabilized perception space. A1 needs percep-
tion stabilization for the robot oscillations. The comparison
between GPF-BG and TEB are shown in Fig. 7.

1) STDR and RidgeDog: GPF-BG can achieve a 100%
success rate without collision. For STDR, DWA and TEB do
not have any collision but more abort cases than GPF-BG,
since 360-degree FoV is used to sense the laser-safe envi-
ronments. It indicates that GPF-BG not only can maintain
safety, but also consider passibility through the environment.

For RidgeDog, there are a few collision cases in DWA
and TEB due to the limited FoV. GPF-BG uses egocylinder
and egocircle for collision checking and planning, which
store and propagate temporal information to improve safety.
By design, the BG local planner synthesizes visibility-
constrained trajectories to reduce the effects of limited FoV.

When increasing the environment complexity from 1.5 m
to 1 m, the success rates of DWA and TEB drop around 4%.
GPF-BG has no reduction to have a 100% success rate.

2) A1: GPF-BG has a higher success rate and less col-
lision rate than DWA and TEB. The collisions are caused
by limited FoV and failed robot movement. The tested
navigation systems only consider velocity constraints of
the quadrupedal robot without incorporating full dynamics.
GPF-BG has a lower success rate drop (only 2.5%) than
DWA (10%) and TEB (7.5%) when testing in more complex
environments. Fig. 7 shows the smaller performance drop and
more consistent performance of GPF-BG (versus the base-
lines) caused by legged realization and changing environment
complexities. Robot paths in the dense world with different
complexity are shown in Fig. 6.

3) Comparison between BG and PG: GPF-PG A1 runs
use stabilized perception space for fair comparison. GPF-
PG success rate is better than or equal to DWA and TEB,
but worse than GPF-BG. GPF-BG has perfect performance
in the scenarios meeting the assumptions underlying GPF-
BG, while GPF-PG does not. For the A1 robot, the GPF-PG
collision rate is higher than GPF-BG by 5% in the hard case.

4) Comparison for stabilized perception space: In sim-
ulation, only A1 robot requires stabilized perception space.
The results are in Table III. GPF-BG− denotes the GPF-BG
navigation system without stabilized perception space. The
collision rate increases by 12.5%.

5) Conclusions: From the simulation benchmarking,
GPF-BG has the best safety performance among tested
systems. It also has more consistent performance (lower vari-
ance across configuration changes). The analysis indicates
that the Bézier Gap local planner and stabilized perception
space improve quadrupedal navigation safety.

C. Quadrupedal Navigation Evaluation

1) Experiment setup: The Unitree A1 is equipped with an
Intel D435i depth camera and a 2D laser scanner. The laser
scanner is only used for a built-in SLAM package generating
a static global map without the obstacles discussed below,
as well as providing the odometry data. The stabilized
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TABLE I: Simulation Benchmark (minimum distance between obstacles = 1.5m)

STDR Success Abort Collision
DWA 100% 0% 0%
TEB 97.5% 2.5% 0%

GPF-PG 100% 0% 0%
GPF-BG 100% 0% 0%

RidgeDog Success Abort Collision
DWA 98.75% 0% 1.25%
TEB 100% 0% 0%

GPF-PG 100% 0% 0%
GPF-BG 100% 0% 0%

A1 Success Abort Collision
DWA 85% 0% 15%
TEB 85% 2.5% 12.5%

GPF-PG 85% 0% 15%
GPF-BG 87.5% 0% 12.5%

TABLE II: Simulation Benchmark (minimum distance between obstacle = 1m)

STDR Success Abort Collision
DWA 96.25% 3.75% 0%
TEB 93.75% 6.25% 0%

GPF-PG 96.25% 1.25% 2.5%
GPF-BG 100% 0% 0%

RidgeDog Success Abort Collision
DWA 95% 2.5% 2.5%
TEB 96.25% 2.5% 1.25%

GPF-PG 100% 0% 0%
GPF-BG 100% 0% 0%

A1 Success Abort Collision
DWA 75% 10% 15%
TEB 77.5% 0% 22.5%

GPF-PG 80% 0% 20%
GPF-BG 85% 0% 15%

Success Rates Collision Rates

Fig. 7: Simulation comparison between GPF-BG and TEB in easy and hard
scenarios for three robot models. GPF-BG has higher success rates and
lower collision rates overall than TEB. The performance drops from rolling
to A1 legged robot model and environment complexities are smaller.

TABLE III: Comparison of Stabilized Perception Space

A1 Success Abort Collision
GPF-BG 85% 0% 15%

GPF-BG− 72.5% 0% 27.5%

perception space is disabled in hardware tests, since the
A1 moves more stably than simulation. However, it can
drastically improve navigation performance on quadrupedal
robots with more oscillations and higher speed.

An indoor scenario is set up in Fig. 1. The courses are
characterized into easy and hard ones depending on the
minimum distance between the obstacles. The easy course
consists of three garbage cans (two smaller blue cans and one
larger green can) with a 2m minimum obstacle distance. The
hard course keeps the same setup but with an additional chair
that further shrinks the minimum distance to 1.2m. The start
and end poses are same among all experiments. 5 repeated
runs are tested for each navigation system.

2) Experiment results and analysis: The results of real
experiment are in Table IV. DWA planner cannot perform
well with the real quadrupedal robot. In both easy and
hard scenarios, GPF-BG has a higher success rate and less
collision than TEB. The collisions of GPF-BG are also
caused by limited camera FoV and quadrupedal locomotion
which are similar to the simulation benchmark. In the more
complicated environment, GPF-BG has a lower success rate
performance drop as shown in Fig. 8, which is consistent
with simulation results. Fig. 1 depicts the robot’s actual

TABLE IV: Real Experiment Results

Success Abort Collision
Easy Hard Easy Hard Easy Hard

DWA 1/5 0/5 4/5 5/5 0/5 0/5
TEB 4/5 2/5 1/5 1/5 0/5 2/5

GPF-BG 5/5 4/5 0/5 0/5 0/5 1/5

Fig. 8: The real experiments success rates for easy (blue) and hard scenarios
(red). Annotations are average success rates.

paths for GPF-BG and TEB in the hard environment testing.
GPF-BG safely reaches the goal with a shorter path than
TEB. These real experiments further demonstrate the safer
navigation performance of quadrupedal robots.

The computation of GPF-BG has a bimodal property [23].
The following stage takes < 5 ms. The planning mode is real
time and takes ∼ 65 ms on average.

VI. CONCLUSION

The proposed GPF-BG is a hierarchical vision-based plan-
ning framework for safe quadrupedal navigation. Bézier Gap
local planner translates Potential Gap to guarantee the safety
of idealized quadrupedal models, with better robustness to
nuisance factors and translation to actual robot models.
Stabilizing perception space for collision checking offers
additional safety to robots with internal motion artifacts.
Both simulation and real experiments are conducted on our
A1 quadrupedal robot to demonstrate the improved safety
performance of GPF-BG. In future work, terrain traversabil-
ity and multi-modal planning for different gait primitives
will be integrated in this vision-based navigation framework.
Safely navigating on different terrains becomes possible in
the all-in-one system.
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